Cubicle USPs
Unity - 35mm MFC, HPL, ColourCoat and Gloss
Floor clearance:

50mm

Ceiling clearance:

20mm minimum

Material thickness:

35mm fronts and 18mm partitions

Overview:
 Set back pedestals give a floating appearance and keep the cubicle façade clear, minimal and easy
to clean
 Flush fronted, simple appearance with clean lines for a minimal look
 Rebated doors and pilasters eliminate sight lines and ensure absolute privacy
 Economical flush cubicle
 Bespoke heights available to suit ceiling height and give flexibility
 Flip-action indicator bolt  Gives a satisfying locking action
 Can be operated with a closed fist
 Has a clear red indicator when cubicle is engaged
 Can be unlocked from the outside in an emergency
 Self-closing rise and fall butt hinges allow the door to fall into a closed position maintaining the
flush fronted appearance when cubicles are not in use
Fittings:
Satin Anodised Aluminium Fittings  Bright and clean contemporary look
 Easy to clean
 Scratch resistant
 Will not show finger prints
Partition Wall Fixing:
Satin Anodised Aluminium U-Channels  Shaped rear face accommodates countersunk screws
 Accommodates site tolerance
 Seen surface is plain to complement the minimal look
 Surface is easy to clean and will not show finger prints
 Allows complete privacy
 Conceals the edge of the partition meaning the partition can be trimmed if necessary
 Supplied with anti-tamper security screws
Pilaster Wall Fixing:
Satin Anodised Aluminium E-Channels  Provides a solid fixing
 Accommodates site tolerance
 Easy to clean
 Minimal appearance does not interrupt the cubicle façade
 Allows complete privacy
 Conceals the edge of the pilaster meaning the pilaster can be trimmed if necessary
Partition Floor Fixing:
Satin Anodised Aluminium Pedestals  Set back on partitions to give a floating appearance and keep the fronts clear and minimal
 Adjustable to accommodate uneven floors
Headrail:
Satin Anodised Aluminium Headrail  Unique 3 part headrail
 Allows cubicle to be fixed only 20mm from the ceiling
 Clip-in cover extrusion conceals fixings meaning they cannot be tampered with
 Cover extrusion hides all internal fixings giving the impression that the headrail is one part,
keeping the neat appearance
 The square face complements Unity’s minimal façade
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Cubicle USPs
Unity - 13mm SGL
Floor clearance:

50mm

Ceiling clearance:

20mm minimum

Material thickness:

13mm fronts and partitions

Overview:
 Set back pedestals give a floating appearance and keep the cubicle façade clear, minimal and easy to
clean
 Flush fronted, simple appearance with clean lines for a minimal look
 Rebated doors and pilasters eliminate sight lines and ensure absolute privacy
 Economical flush cubicle
 Bespoke heights available to suit ceiling height and give flexibility
 Flip-action indicator bolt  Gives a satisfying locking action
 Can be operated with a closed fist
 Has a clear red indicator when cubicle is engaged
 Can be unlocked from the outside in an emergency
 Self-closing stainless steel rise and fall patch hinges allow the door to fall into a closed position
maintaining the flush fronted appearance when cubicles are not in use
Fittings:
Satin Anodised Aluminium Fittings  Bright and clean contemporary look
 Easy to clean
 Scratch resistant
 Will not show finger prints
Partition Wall Fixing:
Satin Anodised Aluminium U-Channels  Shaped rear face accommodates countersunk screws
 Accommodates site tolerance
 Seen surface is plain to complement the minimal look
 Surface is easy to clean and will not show finger prints
 Allows complete privacy
 Conceals the edge of the partition meaning the partition can be trimmed if necessary
 Supplied with anti-tamper security screws
Pilaster Wall Fixing:
Satin Anodised Aluminium L-Angles  Fixed to the inside of the cubicle keeping the outside of the cubicle clear
 Accommodates site tolerance
 Allows complete privacy
 Supplied with anti-tamper security screws
Partition Floor Fixing:
Satin Anodised Aluminium Pedestals  Set back on partitions to give a floating appearance and keep the fronts clear and minimal
 Adjustable to accommodate uneven floors
Headrail:
Satin Anodised Aluminium Headrail  Unique 2 part design
 Allows cubicle to be fixed only 20mm from the ceiling
 Can be fixed from the front
 Clip-in cover extrusion conceals fixings meaning they cannot be seen or tampered with
 The square face complements Unity’s minimal façade
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